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Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in liquidation proceedings;
Circular No. 11
Dear Sir or Madam,
We are pleased to provide you with updated information on the current status of the liquidation proceedings of Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in liquidation (“Bank Hottinger”).
I.

LIQUIDATION STATUS AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020
We have updated the liquidation status effective 31 December 2020. Compared
to the liquidation status as at 30 June 2019, which we reported to you in Circular no. 10, there have only been few changes.
The credit balances with banks dropped from around CHF 76.2 million to
around CHF 72.7 million. The reduction is due to the execution of payments to
creditors under the first and second interim payment, the disbursement of credit
balances to bank clients arising after the commencement of the insolvency proceedings and the payment of invoices for costs incurred.
The provisions for the O. Ltd. case were adjusted for the changed exchange
rate for US dollars to around CHF 48.76 million. Unfortunately, no progress
could be achieved in these proceedings. The criminal proceedings in Geneva
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are still pending with the competent prosecutor’s office. We hope that a decision
regarding the further course of action is going to be made within the next
months. For this reason, we cannot give any estimate when the dispute with O.
Ltd. is going to be settled at the moment.
II.

STATUS OF THE SCHEDULE OF CLAIMS
Furthermore, the actions to contest the schedule of claims, initiated by two creditors, are pending in the amount of around CHF 16 million in total. Regarding
the action of F.E. a settlement could be reached (see Section 1. below). For
your information, you will receive a current overview of the status of the schedule of claims procedure as an annex.

1.

S E T T L E M E N T W I T H C R E D I T O R F.E.
In the liquidation proceedings of Bank Hottinger, F.E. has filed a claim in the
amount of EUR 9,525,400 plus interest until 26 October 2015 with submission
of 30 November 2015 and an amended registration of claims of 23 August
2016. F.E. asserts claims from unauthorized wire transfers and payments that
have been executed based on forged payment orders. In her opinion, Bank Hottinger could have noticed the forgeries. Therefore, it supposedly has breached
the account/securities account contract of 28 April 2006. Furthermore, F.E. alleges non-contractual claims against Bank Hottinger in connection with those
payments. The asserted total claim in the amount of the equivalent of
CHF 14,542,203.70 (including interest) has been rejected in full with the decision on the schedule of claims dated 15 March 2017. On 18 April 2017, F.E.
filed an action to contest the schedule of claims in the amount of
CHF 13,852,016.85 against Bank Hottinger with the single judge for claims under the Swiss Federal Debt Enforcement and Bankruptcy Act at the Zurich District Court (hereinafter “Zurich District Court”) . F.E. asserts that the claim is to
be scheduled as a secured claim or in case of a possible shortfall of the security
interest as a third-class claim.
During the instruction hearing of 26 June 2018, the competent District Judge
communicated to the parties her assessment of the dispute based on the statement of claim and the statement of defence. She came to the conclusion that
there was a significant trial risk for Bank Hottinger, inter alia because, had it exercised the necessary diligence, the Bank could have noticed the forgeries due
to the circumstances of the payments. After the instruction hearing, following
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prolonged and difficult negotiations with F.E., a settlement agreement was
reached with the following main provisions:
– F.E. reduces the claim at issue to CHF 7,500,000 (including interest) and
Bank Hottinger acknowledges the claim in that amount.
– Bank Hottinger accepts to include a claim in the amount of CHF 7,500,000 in
the schedule of claims for the benefit of F.E. The claim is listed as a secured
claim. The decision regarding the existence and extent of a lien pursuant to
Article 60 of the Swiss Federal Insurance Contract Act is suspended. Should
the lien be acknowledged at a later date, a possible uncovered part of the secured claim will be accepted as a third-class claim.
– Each of the parties bears half of the court costs and both parties waive their
right to a compensation payment for the trial.
– The agreement enters into force as soon as the majority of the creditors of
Bank Hottinger has consented to it.
– With the performance of such agreement the parties have settled any and all
claims against each other.
This agreement represents a good solution for the estate based on the first assessment of the District Court of Zurich. The procedural risks have been taken
into account adequately with the scheduling of F.E.’s claim in the amount of
CHF 7,500,000. From the perspective of the estate, further expenses in connection with a continuation of the proceedings could be avoided as well. Therefore,
we submit to you the proposal to approve the agreement with F.E.
2.

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE REGARDING DISPUTED CLAIMS
In a ruling dated 8 May 2017 (see attachment), FINMA has authorised us to
convene creditors’ meetings. The creditors’ meeting has the competence to
agree settlements on claims applied for. Decisions by all creditors can also be
made by way of circulation. We have concluded the settlement with the creditor
(see Section 1) subject to the approval of all creditors.
If the majority of the creditors agree to a settlement, the relevant claims will be
treated within the meaning of the settlements in the schedule of claims. The relevant claims can then no longer be contested by another creditor. No new
schedule of claims is therefore published. If, however, all creditors reject a settlement, the liquidators will continue the pending actions to contest the schedule
of claims.
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The voting regarding the proposals regarding the settlements entered into by us
with the creditor F.E. (See Section 1. above) shall take place by way of circulation. The proposal according to Section 1 shall be deemed to have been
adopted unless the majority of creditors write to us to reject the proposals by 4
May 2021. Silence shall therefore be construed as agreement to the proposals presented by us.
III.

REALISATION OF ASSETS

1.

CLAIMS AGAINST BANK CLIENTS
The bank client with the account number H0225900 owed CHF 16,573.05,
EUR 7,094.01 and USD 7,822.98 to Bank Hottinger. In the course of our collection efforts we have managed to realise an amount of CHF 16,180.28 by way of
off-setting. Thus, the remaining debt of this client amounts to CHF 392.76 and
the aforementioned amounts in EUR and USD. The bank client is a resident of
the Bahamas. Furthermore, it is uncertain whether she disposes of financial
means. For this reason, in our opinion it is not worth the effort to assert the
aforementioned remaining claims and the possible outcome is too uncertain.

2.

INSPECTION OF THE FILES
Any interested creditor has the possibility to inspect the bank’s files regarding
the aforementioned claims in the offices of the liquidators Attorney at Law Brigitte Umbach-Spahn and Attorney at Law Karl Wüthrich, Wenger Plattner, Seestrasse 39, Goldbach-Center, 8700 Küsnacht (please call +41 43 222 38 30 to
arrange an appointment).
Creditors wishing to inspect the files must sign a statement that they will use the
information consulted solely to protect their own direct financial interests (Article
5(4) of the FINMA Banking Insolvency Ordinance, BIO-FINMA).

3.

REALISATION PLAN
Based on the above assessment and in view of the risks and costs arising from
the enforcement of claims, the liquidators will not be taking any steps to assert
the claims listed in Sections III. 1 and to initiate court proceedings in that regard.
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4.

PROCEEDINGS

4.1

Assignment
We offer to assign to the creditors the litigation rights to recover the aforementioned amounts listed in Section III. 1 in accordance with Article 21(5) BIOFINMA in connection with Article 260 of the Swiss Federal Debt Enforcement
and Bankruptcy Act.
Requests for assignment may be submitted in writing to the undersigned liquidators by no later than 4 May 2021 (date of postmark of a Swiss post office).
The right to request assignment is deemed to have been forfeited in case of
failure to meet this deadline. Any assignment is subject to the requirement that
no contestable ruling as defined in Section 4.2 below is requested or a corresponding complaint is rejected.

4.2

Contestable ruling
Creditors who do not agree with the intended realisation activities described in
Section III. 3 may request a contestable ruling from FINMA (Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority FINMA, Laupenstrasse 27, 3003 Berne) (Article 34(4)
BIO-FINMA) until 4 May 2021 (date of postmark of a Swiss post office). A fee is
payable for a contestable ruling. Creditors resident or incorporated abroad must
provide a postal address within Switzerland where official communications may
be served, otherwise communications will be announced by publication in the
Swiss Official Gazette of Commerce.

IV.

RAISED CLAIMS FOR RECOVERY OF ASSETS

1.

S H A R E C E R T I F I C A T E N O . 21 O F H O T T I N G E R F I N A N Z U N D T R E U H A N D
AG I N L I Q U I D A T I O N P R O C E E D I N G S
The share certificate no. 21 for 117 shares in Hottinger Finanz und Treuhand
AG in liquidation proceedings was located in the vault of Bank Hottinger. We
have no information indicating that Bank Hottinger is the owner of the aforementioned certificate. Lyford Holding N.V. (hereinafter “Lyford”) has raised a proprietary claim regarding this certificate against Bank Hottinger. After an evaluation
of the reasoning and the records submitted by Lyford we consider the proprietary claim of Lyford to be justified.
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2.

INSPECTION OF THE FILES
Any interested creditor may inspect the documents regarding the aforementioned proprietary claim in the offices of the liquidators Attorney at Law Brigitte
Umbach-Spahn and Attorney at Law Karl Wüthrich, Wenger Plattner, Seestrasse 39, Goldbach-Center, 8700 Küsnacht (please call +41 43 222 38 30 to
arrange an appointment).
Creditors who wish to inspect the files must sign a statement that they will use
the information consulted solely to protect their own direct financial interests
(Article 5(4) of the FINMA Banking Insolvency Ordinance, BIO-FINMA).

3.

PROCEEDINGS
We offer to assign to the creditors the right to contest the proprietary claim mentioned in Section IV. 1 in accordance with Article 20(2) BIO-FINMA in connection with Article 260 of the Swiss Federal Debt Enforcement and Bankruptcy
Act.
Requests for assignment may be submitted in writing to the undersigned liquidators by no later than 4 May 2021 (date of postmark of a Swiss post office).
The right to request assignment is deemed to have been forfeited in case of
failure to meet this deadline.

V.

ASSERTION OF DISPUTED CLAIMS

1.

LIABILITY CLAIMS FROM THE LUGANO CASE
Because of the actions to contest the schedule of claims regarding the Lugano
case, Bank Hottinger had to accept damage claims based on the breach of its
duties as a custodian bank in connection with highly speculative investments
and to include those in the schedule of claims. Subsequently, Bank Hottinger
has entered into several settlement agreements with bank clients in that regard
before the opening of liquidation proceedings. The liquidators are of the opinion
that the Bank’s governing bodies have caused this damage by not taking any
measures to prevent the investments in question, despite them having sufficient
knowledge regarding the situation in Lugano.
In March 2020, we have submitted a proposal to FINMA to approve filing a suit
regarding such liability claims. FINMA has approved this proposal. In the
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beginning of April 2020, we have suspended the limitation period for the liability
claims at issue with an application for conciliation. In the meantime, on 1 February 2021, we have filed our claim with the Commercial Court of Zurich, the competent court for the registered office of the company. The deadline for the opposing parties to file their statements of defence is currently pending.
2.

I N S U R A N C E C L A I M S A G A I N S T C H U B B V E R S I C H E R U N G E N (S C H W E I Z ) AG
STEMMING FROM THE CASES LUGANO AND GENEVA
The liquidators had possible claims of Bank Hottinger against Chubb Versicherungen (Schweiz) AG (hereinafter “Chubb”) stemming from the cases Lugano
and Geneva evaluated by an external law firm. The commissioned lawyer had
already advised Bank Hottinger in that regard before the opening of liquidation
proceedings. In particular, he has been involved in the conclusion of several
settlements with bank clients.
According to the assessment of our lawyer, there is a good chance that Chubb
has an obligation to cover certain damages of Bank Hottinger stemming from
the payment of damages to bank clients in connection with the cases Lugano
and Geneva either according to the Financial Institution Bond Police or according to the Banker’s Professional Liability Police. However, Chubb contests a
payment obligation up to now.
We have submitted a proposal to bring proceedings against Chubb with FINMA.
FINMA has approved this proposal. Currently, our lawyer is preparing the statement of claim. Furthermore, settlement negotiations with Chubb are ongoing. If
no settlement can be achieved, proceedings will be commenced against Chubb
within the next months.

VI.

PLANNED FURTHER STEPS IN THE PROCEEDINGS
Currently, we estimate the bankruptcy dividend to amount to in between 60%
and 84%. Of this amount, 38% have been paid out already. Therefore, the creditors with third-class claims can still expect to receive a dividend in the amount
of between 22% and 46%. The still pending dispute with O. Ltd. is blocking a
large part of the available liquid assets. Furthermore, there are uncertainties in
that regard in connection with the development of the exchange rate for US dollars. We also have to keep enough liquid assets for the further proper
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administration of the proceedings. For this reason, we currently unable to execute a further interim payment. We will however continue to evaluate this possibility.
During the next months, the main task will be to pursue the clearing up of the
schedule of claims and to enforce the contested claims against former governing bodies of Bank Hottinger and against Chubb.
We will continue to keep you updated on the progress of the liquidation proceedings.
Yours sincerely,
Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in liquidation proceedings
The Liquidators:

Brigitte Umbach-Spahn

Annexes: –
–
–

Karl Wüthrich

Liquidation status of Bank Hottinger as at 31 December 2020 (in
German)
Overview regarding the status of the schedule of claims (in German)
FINMA ruling of 8 May 2017 (in German)
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Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in Konkursliquidation
Status per 31. Dezember 2020

31. Dezember 2020

Bemerkungen

CHF
AKTIVEN
Barschaft
Kasse Zürich

-

Guthaben gegenüber Banken
Postfinance
UBS AG

55’807
7’126

Zürcher Kantonalbank (Konkursmasse)

14’907’870

Lombard Odier

57’794’989

Euroclear

-

Wertschriften und Beteiligungen

-

Forderungen gegenüber Bankkunden

3’428’332

Übrige Forderungen
Rückerstattung Mehrwertsteuern
Gerichtskaution

93’014
89’014
4’000

Verrechnungsteuer

-

Diverse Forderungen

-

Anfechtungsansprüche
Verantwortlichkeitsansprüche

Kasse aufgelöst
72’765’792

-

Verzicht

p.m.

Grundstücke

-

Bewegliche Sachen

-

Mobiliar Genf

-

Verkauft

Mobiliar Zürich

-

Verkauft

Mobiliar Archiv Zürich

-

Verkauft

Fahrzeug Mercedes

-

TOTAL AKTIVEN

Verkauft
76’287’138

PASSIVEN
Massenschulden
Massekreditoren (Steuerrückbehalte und Passive Abgrenzungen)
Forderungen Bankkunden (nach Konkurseröffnung)
Rückstellung für Forderungen gegenüber Bankkunden (Kreditrisiken)
Rückstellung Forderung O. Ltd. (USD 55'160'396)

20’770
3’908’307
2’570’000
48’756’274

Rückstellung für 1. Abschlagszahlung

5’761’994

Rückstellung für 2. Abschlagszahlung

1’586’633

Rückstellung Negativzinsen
Rückstellung Honorar Liquidatoren
Rückstellung übrige Liquidationskosten

400’000
1’000’000
600’000

Total Massenschulden

64’603’978

TOTAL AKTIVEN VERFÜGBAR

11’683’160
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101’818’080

49’544’562

4’672’022

37’979’500

145’207

1’048’560

4’870’000

3’558’229

CHF

zugelassen

87’955’978

87’655’978

200’000

100’000

CHF

als bedingte
Forderungen
zugelassen

16’003’431

16’003’431

CHF

Kollokationsklage hängig

248’571

248’571

CHF

ausgesetzt
resp. p.m. oder
neu
angemeldet

Im Kollokationsverfahren

173’731’526

-

147’707

151’631’189

-200’000

227’842

1’436’217

15’591’354

4’897’217

CHF

abgewiesen

38%

38%

38%

100%

100%

100%

38%

100%

Abschlagszahlungen

62.00%

22.96%

22.96%

-

-

-

-

minimal 1)

45.33%

45.33%

45.33%

-

-

-

-

maximal 2)

zukünftige Dividende

Total

100.00%

60.96%

60.96%

100%

100%

100%

100%

minimal 1)

Konkursdividende in %

83.33%

83.33%

83.33%
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Maximaldividende: Alle noch hängigen Kollokationsklagen werden abgewiesen; die Forderung der O. Ltd. wird nicht als Masseforderung qualifiziert; die ausgesetzten oder pro memoria kollozierten Forderungen werden nicht anerkannt; auf den
anerkannten pfandgesicherten Schadenersatzforderungen werden keine Versicherungsbeträge geleistet.

2)

100%

100%

100%

100%

maximal 2)

Minimaldividende: Die noch hängigen Kollokationsklagen für Schadensersatzforderungen aus dem Lugano-Fall müssen zu 60 % anerkannt werden und sie werden nur zu 30 % durch Versicherungsleistungen gedeckt; im Übrigen werden keine
Versicherungsleistungen bezahlt; die Forderung der O. Ltd. wird als Masseforderung qualifiziert; die übrigen in der 3. Klasse ausgesetzten oder pro memoria kollozierten Forderungen müssen anerkannt werden.

1)

Bemerkungen

379’757’586

87’655’978

Total Nachlassforderungen

49’692’269

3. Klasse (Bankkunden aus den Büchern)

156’751’782

3. Klasse (O. Ltd.)

3. Klasse

37’879’500

373’049

2. Klasse (Bankkunden aus den Büchern)

2’484’777

1. Klasse

2. Klasse

8’455’446

36’464’785

Pfandgesicherte (Outsourcing Lombard Odier)

CHF

angemeldet

Pfandgesicherte (Schadenersatzforderungen)

Kategorie

Übersicht über den Stand des Kollokationsverfahrens per 31. Dezember 2020

Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in Konkursliquidation

www.liquidation-bankhottinger.ch

Hotline Bank Hottinger & Cie AG in bankruptcy liquidation

Deutsch: +41-43-222-38-30
Français: +41-43-222-38-40
English:

+41-43-222-38-50

